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ABSTRACT
In the past years, several automated repair strategies have been proposed to fix bugs in individual software programs without any human intervention. There has been, however, little work on how automated repair techniques can resolve failures that arise at the system-level and are caused by undesired interactions among different system components or functions. Feature interaction failures are common in complex systems such as autonomous cars that are typically built as a composition of independent features (i.e., units of functionality). In this paper, we propose a repair technique to automatically resolve undesired feature interaction failures in automated driving systems (ADS) that lead to the violation of system safety requirements. Our repair strategy achieves its goal by (1) localizing faults spanning several lines of code, (2) simultaneously resolving multiple interaction failures caused by independent faults, (3) scaling repair strategies from the unit-level to the system-level, and (4) resolving failures based on their order of severity. We have evaluated our approach using two industrial ADS containing four features. Our results show that our repair strategy resolves the undesired interaction failures in these two systems in less than 16h and outperforms existing automated repair techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software for automated driving systems (ADS) is often composed of several units of functionality, known as ADS features, that automate specific driving tasks (e.g., automated emergency braking, automated traffic sign recognition, and automated cruise control). Each feature executes continuously over time and receives data from the perception layer components. The latter often use artificial intelligence (e.g., deep neural networks [29]) to extract —based on sensor data— environment information, such as the estimated position of the (ego) car, the road structure and lanes, and the position and speed of pedestrians. Using this information, ADS features independently determine the car maneuver for the next time step.

Some maneuvers issued by different features may be conflicting. For example, automated cruise control may order the (ego) car to accelerate to follow the speed of the leading car while, at the same time, the automated traffic sign recognition feature orders the (ego) car to stop since the car is approaching an intersection with a traffic light that is about to turn red. To resolve conflicting maneuvers, integration rules are applied. Integration rules are conditional statements that determine under what conditions which feature outputs should be prioritized. They are typically defined manually by engineers based on their domain knowledge and are expected to ensure safe and desired car maneuvering. In the above example, integration rules should prioritize the braking maneuver of automated traffic sign recognition when the car can stop safely.
before the intersection, and otherwise should prioritize the maneuver of the automated cruise control. Integration rules tend to become complex as they have to address a large number of different environment and traffic situations and predict how potential conflicts should be resolved in each situation. As a result, the rules may be faulty or incomplete, and there is a need to assist engineers to repair integration rules so that, at each time step and for each situation, they prioritize the maneuver that can ensure ADS safety.

Recently, many approaches have been proposed in the literature to repair faults in software code automatically [15, 22, 37, 44]. The inputs to these techniques are a faulty program and a test suite that contains some passing test cases capturing the desired program behavior and some failing test cases revealing a fault that needs to be fixed. Fault-repair techniques iteratively identify faulty statements in the code (fault localization [20, 45]), automatically modify the faulty statements (patch generation) and check if the patched code passes all the input test cases (patch validation). To effectively repair ADS integration faults, we need a technique, that in addition to supporting the three above steps, ensures the following objectives:

O1. The repair technique should localize faults spanning multiple lines of code. Most program repair techniques localize faults using spectrum-based techniques. These techniques rely on the assumption that there is a single faulty statement in the program [45, 46], and as shown by Pearson et al. [36], they may not identify all defective lines in multi-statements faults. As we describe in Section 3, faults in integration rules are often multi-location as they may span multiple lines of code, for example, when the rules apply in a wrong order.

O2. The repair technique should be able to fix multiple independent faults in the code. Most program repair techniques assume that all failing test cases in the given (input) test suite fail due to the same fault in the code. Hence, they generate a single patch for a single fault at a time [28, 38, 43]. The generated patches may replace a single program statement [28, 38, 43] or they may be built based on predefined templates, prescribing hard-coded change patterns to modify programs in multiple locations [30, 31]. For ADS integration rules, however, the assumption that there is a single fault in the code does not hold since test cases may fail due to the presence of multiple faults located in different parts of the code. As we describe in Section 3, to fix all the failing test cases in a given test suite, we may have to fix more than one fault in the code by, for example, reordering some rules, and in addition, changing some clauses in preconditions of some other rules.

O3. The repair technique should scale to fixing faults at system-level where the software under test is executed using a feedback-loop simulator. Testing ADS software requires a simulation-based test platform that can execute the ADS software for different road structures, weather conditions and traffic situations. Testing ADS software using simulators presents two challenges: First, each test case is a scenario that executes over a time period and runs the ADS software through a feedback-loop simulation. Hence, a single test case runs the ADS software at every simulation time step and generates an array of outputs over time instead of a single output. As a result, dependencies in ADS software are both structural (like typical code) and temporal—a change in the output at time \( t \) impacts the input of the system at time \( t + 1 \) through the feedback-loop simulation which may impact the behaviour of the system in all subsequent time steps after \( t \). Second, test cases for ADS software are computationally expensive since each test case has to execute for a time duration and has to execute a complex simulator and the ADS software at each time step. This poses limitations on the sizes of test suites used for repair and the number of intermediary patches that we can generate.

O4. The repair technique should resolve failures in their order of severity. When testing generic software, test cases are either passing or failing, and there is no factor distinguishing failing test cases from one another. For ADS, however, some failures are more critical than others. For example, a test case violating the speed limit by 10km/h is more critical than the one violating the speed limit by 5km/h. Similarly, a test scenario in which a car hits a pedestrian with a speed lower than 10km/h is less critical than the ones where collisions occur at a higher speed. Our repair strategy should, therefore, assess failing test cases in a more nuanced way and prioritizes repairing the more critical failing test cases over the less critical ones.

Contributions. We propose an approach to Automated Repair of Integration ruLes (ARIEL) for ADS. Our repair strategy achieves the four objectives O1 to O4 described above by relying on a many-objective, single-state search algorithm that uses an archive to keep track of partially repaired solutions. We have applied ARIEL to two industry ADS case studies from our partner company [name redacted]. Our results show that ARIEL is able to repair integration faults in our two case studies in five and eleven hours on average. Further, baseline repair strategies based on Genetic Programming [26] and Random Search either never succeed to do so or repair faults with a maximum probability of 60% across different runs, i.e., in 12 out of 20 runs. Finally, we report on the feedback we received from engineers regarding the practical usefulness of ARIEL. The feedback indicates that ARIEL is able to generate patches to integration faults that are understandable by engineers and could not have been developed by them without any automation and solely based on their expertise and domain knowledge.

Structure. Section 2 provides motivation and background. Section 3 presents our approach. Section 4 describes our evaluation. Section 6 discusses the related work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

We first motivate our work using a self-driving system case study, AutoDrive, from our industry partner (company A). We then formalize the concepts required in our approach.
2.1 Motivating Case Study

Figure 1 shows an overview of AutoDrive that consists of four ADS features: Autonomous Cruise Control (ACC), Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR), Pedestrian Protection (PP), and Automated Emergency Braking (AEB). ACC automatically adjusts the car speed and direction to maintain a safe distance from the leading car. TSR detects traffic signs and applies appropriate braking, acceleration, or steering commands to follow the traffic rules. PP detects pedestrians in front of a car with whom there is a risk of collision and applies a braking command if needed. AEB prevents accidents with objects other than pedestrians. Since these features generate braking, acceleration and steering commands to control the vehicle’s actuators, they may send conflicting commands to the actuators at the same time. For example, ACC orders the car to accelerate to follow the speed of the leading car, while, at the same time, a pedestrian starts crossing the road. Hence, PP starts sending braking commands to avoid hitting the pedestrian.

Automated driving systems use integration rules to resolve conflicts among multiple maneuvers issued by different ADS features. The rules determine what feature output should be prioritized at each time step based on the environment factors and the current state of the system. Figure 2 shows a small subset of integration rules for AutoDrive. The rules are simplified for the sake of illustration. Each rule activates a single ADS feature (i.e., prioritizes the output of a feature over the others) when its precondition, i.e., the conjunctive clauses on the left-hand side of each rule, holds. All the rules are checked at every time step $t$, and the variables in the rules are indexed by time to indicate their values at a specific time step $t$. The rules in Figure 2 include the following environment variables: pedestrianDetected determines if a pedestrian with whom the car may risk a collision is detected; $t_{tc}$ or time to collision is a well-known metric in self-driving systems measuring the time required for a vehicle to hit an object if both continue with the same speed [40]; $dist(p, c)$ denotes the distance between the car $c$ and the pedestrian $p$; $dist(c, \text{sign})$ denotes the distance between the car $c$ and a traffic sign $\text{sign}$; $speed$ is the speed of the ego car, i.e., the car with the self-driving software; $speedLeadingCar$ is the speed of the car in front of the ego car; objectDetected determines if an object which cannot be classified as a pedestrian is detected in front of the car, and $stopSignDetected$ that determines if a stop sign is detected. For example, rule1 states that feature PP is prioritized at time $t$ if a pedestrian in front of the car is detected, the car and pedestrian are close ($dist(p, c)(t) < dist_{th}$) and a collision is likely ($t_{tc}(t) < t_{tc_{th}}$). Note that $dist_{th}$, $dist_{cs}$ and $t_{tc_{th}}$ are threshold values. Dually, rule2 states that if there is a risk of collision with another object different from a pedestrian ($t_{tc}(t) < t_{tc_{th}}$ and objectDetected(t) ∧ ¬pedestrianDetected(t) ∧ objectDetected(t)), then AEB should be applied. Note that the braking command issued by AEB is less intense than that issued by PP.

Integration rules are likely to be erroneous, leading to system safety requirements violations. In particular, we identify two general ways where the integration rules may be wrong: (1) The preconditions of the rules may be wrong. Specifically, there might be missing clauses in the preconditions, or the thresholds used in some clauses may not be accurate or there might be errors in mathematical or relational operators used in the preconditions (i.e., using $<\) instead of $>=\) or $=\). For example, if the threshold $dist_{th}$ in rule1 is too small, we may activate PP only when the car is too close to the pedestrian with little time left to avoid an accident. (2) The integration rules may be applied in a wrong order. Applying the rules in different orders leads to different system behaviors, some of which may violate safety requirements. For example, rule3 and rule4 can be checked in two different orders. However, applying rule3 first may lead to a scenario where the car keeps increasing its speed since ACC orders to follow a fast driving leading car, and it violates the speed-limit as rule4, being at a lower priority than rule3, is never checked and cannot activate TSR. To avoid this situation, rule4 should be prioritized over rule3.

2.2 Context Formalization

We define an ADS as a tuple $(f_1, \ldots, f_n, \Pi)$, where $f_1, \ldots, f_n$ are features and $\Pi$ is a decision tree diagram capturing the system integration rules. For example, Figure 3 shows a fragment of a decision tree diagram related to the rules in Figure 2. Each internal node of $\Pi$ corresponds to a clause of a rule precondition and the tree leaves are labelled by features. Specifically, each path $\pi$ of $\Pi$ corresponds to one integration rule precondition $\Rightarrow f$ such that the leaf of $\pi$ is labelled by $f$ and the conjunction of clauses appearing on the non-leaf nodes of $\pi$ are equal to precondition. We denote by $f(\pi_i)$ the label of the leaf of $\pi_i$, i.e., the feature activated when $\pi_i$ is executed. A set $\Pi$ of integration rules are implemented using a set $S$ of program statements. Each statement $s \in S$ corresponds to a node of some path $\pi \in \Pi$. We use the notation $s \in \pi$ when statement $s$ corresponds to some node on $\pi$. The conditional statements correspond to non-leaf nodes of $\Pi$ and have this general format: (if op1 operator threshold) where op1 is a variable, operator is a relational operator and threshold is boolean or numeric constant (see Figure 3)

Let $SR = \{r_1, \ldots, r_k\}$ be a set of safety requirements. Due to the modular structure of ADS, each requirement is related to one feature, which is responsible for the satisfaction of that requirement. For example, Table 1 shows the set of requirements for AutoDrive and the feature responsible for satisfying each requirement.

We denote by $TS = \{t_{c_1}, \ldots, t_{c_l}\}$ a set of test cases for an ADS. Given that ADS testing is performed via simulators, each test $t_{c_i}$ specifies initial conditions and parameters for the simulator to mimic a specific self-driving scenario. To run a test case, the simulator that is initialized using a test case is executed for a time duration $T$ set by the user. The simulator computes the state of the system at regular and fine-grained steps. Let $\delta$ be the simulation
The TSR system shall respect the speed limit by keeping the vehicle’s speed below the speed limit given by (denoted as \( u \)).

The AEB system shall avoid collision with vehicles by initiating emergency braking when a stop sign is detected.

If there is a requirement \( r_j \) and some time step \( u \) such that \( O(ttc(u), r_j) \leq 0 \), we refer to the time step \( u \) at which \( ttc \) fails as the \textit{time of failure for} \( r_j \). Otherwise, we say \( ttc \) passes. We denote by \( TS_t \) and \( TS_u \) the set of failing and passing test cases, respectively.

In ADS, a test case may fail due to a fault either in a feature or in integration rules. In order to ensure that a failure revealed by a test case \( ttc \) is due to a fault in integration rules, we can remove integration rules and test features individually using \( ttc \). If the same failure is not observed, we can conclude that integration rules are faulty. In addition, we can combine our oracle function \( O \) with heuristics provided by the feature interaction analysis research [9] to distinguish failures caused by integration rules from those caused by errors inside features.

\section{3 APPROACH}

In this section, we present our approach, Automated Repair of Integration rules (ARIEL), to locate and repair faults in the integration rules of ADS. The inputs to ARIEL are (1) a faulty ADS \((f_1, \ldots, f_n, \Pi)\) and (2) a test suite \( TS \) verifying the safety requirements \( SR = \{r_1, \ldots, r_k\} \). The output is a repaired ADS, i.e., \((f_1, \ldots, f_n, \Pi')\), where \( \Pi' \) are the repaired integration rules. Below, we present different steps of ARIEL in detail.

\subsection{3.1 Fault Localization}

Feature interaction failures may be caused by multiple independent faults in integration rules, and some of these faults may span over multiple statements of the code of integration rules. As shown by a prior study [36], state-of-the-art fault localization methods often fail to pinpoint all faulty lines (i.e., those to mutate in program repair). Further, recall from Section 1 that to test ADS, we have to execute the system within a continuous loop over time. Hence, each ADS test case covers multiple paths of \( \Pi \) over the simulation time duration, i.e., one path \( \pi \in \Pi \) is covered at each time step \( u \). Hence, failing and non-failing tests cover large, overlapping subsets of paths in \( \Pi \) albeit with different data values. In this case, applying existing fault localization formulae (e.g., Tarantula and Ochiai) results in having most statements in \( \Pi \) with the same suspiciousness score, leaving the repair process with little information as to exactly where in \( \Pi \) mutation/patches should be applied.

Based on these observations, we modify the Tarantula formula by (1) focusing on the path \( \pi \in \Pi \) covered at the time of failure, and (2) considering the "severity" of failures. There are alternative fault localization formulae that we could use. In this paper, we focus on Tarantula since a previous study [36] showed that the differences among alternative methods (e.g., Tarantula and Ochiai) are negligible when applied to real faults. Below, we describe how we modified Tarantula to rank the faulty paths in \( \Pi \).

\subsubsection{3.1.1 Localizing the Faulty Path}

Given a failure revealed by a test case \( ttc \in TS \), the goal is to determine the path executed by \( ttc \) that is more likely to have caused the failure. At each time step \( u \), one path \( \pi_i \) is executed, and only one feature (i.e., \( f(\pi_i) \)) is selected. A failure that arises at time step \( u' \) is likely to be due to faults in the integration rules of the path \( \pi_i \) that is executed at \( u' \). As discussed in Section 2, we distinguish two types of faults: (1) \textit{wrong conditions}, that are faults in the rules’ preconditions, e.g., the braking command is activated when the distance between the car

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Safety requirements for AutoDrive.}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
Features & Requirements \\
\hline
\hline
PP & The PP system shall avoid collision with pedestrians by initiating emergency braking in case of impending collision with pedestrians. \\
\hline
TSR & The TSR system shall stop the vehicle at the stop sign by initiating a full braking when a stop sign is detected. \\
\hline
AEB & The AEB system shall avoid collision with vehicles by initiating emergency braking in case of impending collision with vehicles. \\
\hline
ACC & The ACC system shall respect the safety distance by keeping the vehicle within a safe distance behind the preceding vehicle. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
and the pedestrian is too small, and (2) wrong ordering of rules, that are faults due to incorrect ordering of the rules activating features. For the purpose of fault localization, we only consider the path \( \pi_1 \in \Pi \) executed at the time of the failure \((u')\) as the execution trace for fault localization, and ignore all other paths covered by a failing test case before and after the failure. In contrast, in traditional fault localization, all statements (rules in our case) covered by the test cases should be considered.

3.1.2 The Severity of the Failure. In Tarantula (as well as in state-of-the-art fault localization techniques), all failing test cases have the same weight (i.e., one) in the formula for computing statement suspiciousness. However, in case of multiple faults, this strategy does not help prioritize the repair of the (likely) faulty statements. Focusing on faulty statements related to the most severe failures can lead to patches with the largest potential gains in fitness. As explained in Section 2, we can measure how severely a safety requirement of the ADS is violated. The severity corresponds to the output \( O(tc(u), r) \) of the test case \( tc \) at the time stamp \( u \). For example, let us consider the safety requirement: “the minimum distance between the ego car and the pedestrian must be larger than a certain threshold \( dist_{fail} \). A failure happens when the distance between the car and the pedestrian falls below the threshold \( dist_{fail} \). This corresponds to having a test output \( O(tc(u), rpp) \) within the interval \([-1; 0]\) for the test case \( tc \) and requirement \( rpp \). The lower the output value, the larger the severity of the violations for \( rpp \).

3.1.3 Our Fault Localization Formula. Based on the observations above, we define the suspiciousness of each statement \( s \) by considering both failure severity and faulty paths executed by failing test cases when the tests fail. Note that for each failing test case \( tc \), there is a unique time step \( u \) at which \( tc \) fails (i.e., when we have \( O(tc(u), r) \leq 0 \) for some requirement \( r \)). The execution of each test case \( tc \) stops as soon as it fails. In fact, the time of failure for a failing test case \( tc \) is the last time step of the execution of \( tc \). Given a failing test case \( tc \in TS_F \), we write \( cov(tc, s) \in \{0, 1\} \) to denote whether, or not, \( tc \) covers a statement \( s \) at its last step (when it fails). Further, we denote by \( w_{tc} \) the weight (severity) of the failure of \( tc \). We then compute the suspiciousness of each statement \( s \) as follows:

\[
Susp(s) = \frac{\sum_{tc \in TS_F}[w_{tc} \cdot cov(tc, s)]}{\sum_{tc \in TS_F} w_{tc}}
\]  

where \( passed(s) \) is the number of passed test cases that have executed \( s \) at some time step; \( failed(s) \) is the number of failed test cases that have executed \( s \) at some time step; and \( total_passed \) and \( total_failed \) denote the total numbers of failing and passing test cases, respectively. Note that Equation 1 is equivalent to the standard Tarantula formula if we let the weight (severity) for failing test cases be equal to one (i.e., if \( w_{tc} = 1 \) for every \( tc \in TS_F \)).

\[
Susp(s) = \frac{failed(s)}{total_failed}
\]  

For each test case \( tc \) that fails at time step \( u \) and violates some requirement \( r \), we define \( w_{tc} = |O(tc(u), r)| \). That is, \( w_{tc} \) is the degree of violation caused by \( tc \) at the time step \( u \) when it fails. Hence, we assign larger weights (larger suspiciousness) to statements covered by test cases that lead to more severe failures (addressing O4 in Section 1). Note that each test case violates at most one requirement since the simulation stop as soon as a requirement is violated.

3.2 Program Repair

Traditional evolutionary tools, such as GenProg, use population-based algorithms (e.g., Genetic programming), which evolves a pool of candidate patches iteratively. Each candidate patch is evaluated against the entire test suite to check whether changes lead to more or fewer failing tests. Hence, the overall cost of one single iteration/generation is \( N \times \sum_{tc \in TS} cost(tc) \), where \( cost(tc) \) is the cost of the test \( tc \) and \( N \) is the population size.

Population-based algorithms assume that the cost of evaluating individual patches is not large, and hence, test results can be collected within a few seconds and used to give feedback (i.e., compute the fitness function) to the search. However, as discussed in O3 in Section 1, this assumption does not hold in our context, and it takes in the order of some minutes to run a single simulation-based test case. Hence, evaluating a pool of patches in each iteration/generation becomes too expensive (in the order of hours).

Based on the observations above, we opted for the \((1+1)\) Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) with an archive. \((1+1)\) EA selects only one parent patch and generates only one offspring patch in each generation. Generating and assessing only one patch at a time allows to reduce the cost of each iteration, thus addressing O3 in Section 1. Our program repair approach, ARIEL, includes (i) \((1+1)\) EA, (ii) our fault localization formula (Equation 1), and (iii) the archiving strategy. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo-code of ARIEL.

ARIEL receives as input the test suite \( TS \) and the faulty self-driving system \((f_1, \ldots, f_n, \Pi)\), where \( \Pi \) denotes the faulty integration rules. The output are a set of repaired integration rules (denoted by \( \Pi' \)) that pass all test cases in \( TS \). The algorithm starts by initializing the archive with the faulty rules \( \Pi \) (line 2) and computing the objective scores, which we describe in Section 3.2.3 (line 3). Then, the archive is evolved iteratively within the loop in lines 4-8. In each iteration, ARIEL selects one patch \( \Pi_p \in archive \) randomly (line 5) and creates one offspring \( \Pi_p' \) in line 6 (routine GENERATE-PATCH) by (1) applying fault localization (Equation 1) and (2) mutating the rules in \( \Pi_p \). The routine GENERATE-PATCH is presented in subsection 3.2.1.

Then, the offspring \( \Pi_p' \) is evaluated (line 7) by running the test suite \( TS \), extracting the remaining failures, and computing their corresponding objective scores (\( \Omega \)). Note that the severities of the failures are our search objectives and are further discussed in Section 3.2.3. The offspring \( \Pi_p' \) is added to the archive (line 8 of Algorithm 1) if it decreases the severity of the failures compared to the patches currently stored in the archive. The archive and its updating routine are described in details in subsection 3.2.4. The search stops when the termination criteria are met (see Section 3.2.5).

3.2.1 Generating a Patch. ARIEL generates patches using the routine in Algorithm 2. First, it applies our fault localization formula (routine FAULT-LOCALIZATION in line 2) to determine the suspiciousness of the statements in \( \Pi \) and based on the test results.

To select a statement \( s \in \Pi \) among the most suspicious ones, we use the Roulette Wheel Selection (RWS) [16], which assigns
The routine FAULT-LOCALIZATION returns (1) the statement \( \text{Equation 1} \). More specifically, the probability of a statement and shift

3.2.2 Mutation Operators.

Such a formula has been previously used in the context of test case and so on. Therefore, in each iteration of the loop in lines 6-9, a mu-

p = RANDOM-NUMBER(0,1) // p ∈ [0, 1] // Section 3.1

counter ← counter + 1

counter ← 0

while \( p ≤ 0.5^{\text{counter}} \) do

\( π_o ← \text{APPLY-MUTATION}(π_o, π, s) \)

\( p = \text{RANDOM-NUMBER}(0,1) // p ∈ [0, 1] \)

return \( π_o \)

rules of an ADS. Modify modifies the conditions in the non-leaf nodes while shift switches the order of the rules. The operators are defined below:

Modify: Let \( s \) be the decision statement (or non-leaf node) selected for mutation (based on its suspiciousness). As discussed in Section 2, \( s \) has the following form: \((\text{IF op1 operator threshold})\). The operator modify performs three types of changes: (1) changing a threshold value, (2) altering the direction of a relational operator (e.g., \( ≤ \) to \( ≥ \)), or (3) changing arithmetic expressions (e.g., \( + \) to \( − \)). Note that the left operand of \( op1 \) may be an arithmetic expression involving some arithmetic operators and variables.

Shift. Given the path \( π \in Π \) executed at the time of the failure, the shift operator changes the order of rules in \( π \). Let \( s \in π \) be the decision statement (or non-leaf node) selected using the fault localization formula. The mutation swaps \( s \) with a randomly selected node that either dominates \( s \) (i.e., it precedes \( s \) in \( π \)) or is dominated by \( s \) (i.e., it succeeds \( s \) in \( π \)). Dominators and post-dominators of a node \( s \) are highlighted in grey in Figure 4(a). Among all dominators and post-dominators, one node \( b_s \) is selected randomly. We identify two cases: (Case1) \( b_s \) is a dominator of \( s \). In this case, the shift operator swaps \( b_s \) with \( s \) such that the former becomes a post-dominator of the latter. Further, the operator shifts up the sub-path from \( s \) to the leaf node in \( π \) (see Figure 4(b-1) for an illustration). This is because features activated based on the condition in node \( s \) may not be consistent with the condition in node \( b_s \) or vice versa. Therefore, the nodes \( s \) and \( b_s \) should be swapped together with the sub-paths connecting them to their leaves (i.e., to their corresponding features). (Case2) \( b_s \) is a post-dominator of \( s \). The shift operator swaps \( b_s \) with \( s \). As before, the sub-path from \( s \) to the leaf node of \( π \) is also shifted down with \( s \) (see Figure 4(b-2) for an illustration).

3.2.3 Search Objectives. In our approach, the search objectives are based on the failures exposed by the test suite \( TS \). Each failing test \( tc \in TS \) exposes one (or more) failure(s) whose intensity is \( O(tc(u), r_j) \in [−1; 0] \), where \( r_j \) is the violated safety requirements. Recall that smaller \( O(tc(u), r_j) \) values indicate more severe violations of \( r_j \). Since ADS can have multiple failures/violations, the program repair problem can be formulated as a many-objective optimization problem, whose search objectives are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max Ω_1(Π) &= \min_{tc \in TS} \{O(tc(u), r_j)\} \\
\cdots \\
\max Ω_k(Π) &= \min_{tc \in TS} \{O(tc(u), r_k)\}
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

where \( \min_{tc \in TS} \{O(tc(u), r_j)\} \) correspond to the most severe failure among all \( tc \in TS \) for requirement \( r_j \). The concept of optimality in many-objective optimization is based on the concept of dominance [32]. More precisely, a patch \( Π_1 \) dominates another patch \( Π_2 \)
if and only if $\Omega_i(\Pi_1) \geq \Omega_i(\Pi_2)$ for all $\Omega_i$ and there exists one objective $\Omega_j$ such that $\Omega_j(\Pi_1) > \Omega_j(\Pi_2)$. In other words, $\Pi_1$ dominates $\Pi_2$ if $\Pi_1$ is not worse than $\Pi_2$ in all objectives, and it is strictly better than $\Pi_2$ in at least one objective [32].

3.2.4 Archive. The archive stores the best partial fixes found during the search. At the beginning of the search (line 2 of Algorithm 1), the archive is initialized with the faulty rule set $\Pi$. Every time a new patch $\Pi_o$ is created and evaluated, we compare it with all the patches stored in the archive. The comparison is based on the notion of dominance described in Section 3.2.3:

- If $\Pi_o$ dominates one solution $A$ in the archive, $\Pi_o$ is added to the archive and $A$ is removed from the archive.
- If no element in the archive dominates or is dominated by the new patch $\Pi_o$, the new patch is added to the archive as well.
- The archive remains unchanged if $\Pi_o$ is dominated by one (or more) solution(s) stored in the archive.

Therefore, in each iteration, the archive is updated (lines 8 of Algorithm 1) such that it includes the non-dominated solutions (i.e., the best partial patches) found so far.

The number of non-dominated solutions stored in the archive can become extremely large. To avoid this bloating effect, we add an upper bound to the maximum size for the archive. In this paper, we set the size of the archive to $2 \times k$, where $k$ is the number of safety requirements. If the size of the archive exceeds the upper-bound, the solutions in the archive are compared based on the aggregated fitness value computed as follows:

$$ D(\Pi) = \sum_{tc \in TS} \left( \sum_{r_j \in SR} O(tc(u), r_j) \right) $$

Then, we update the archive by selecting the $2 \times k$ patches that have the largest $D$ values.

One possible limitation of the evolutionary algorithms is that they can get trapped in some local optimum (premature convergence) [18]. A proven strategy to handle this potential limitation is to restart (re-initialize) the search [18]. We implement the following restarting policy in ARIEL: First, ARIEL uses a counter to count the number of subsequent generations with no improvements in the search objectives (i.e., the archive is never updated). If the counter reaches a threshold of $h$ generations, the search is restarted by removing all partial patches in the archive and re-initializing it with the original faulty rule-set $\Pi$ (see Section 4.3 for the value of $h$).

3.2.5 Termination Criteria. The search stops when the search budget is consumed or as soon as a test-adequate patch is found, i.e., the archive contains one single patch $\Pi^*$ that satisfies all test cases $tc \in TS$. Note that even though our repair algorithm is multi-objective, it generates only one final solution. This is because our algorithm, being a single-state search, generates one solution in each iteration and stops if that solution is Pareto optimal, i.e., it dominates all partial patches in the archive.

Indeed, our repair strategy decomposes the single objective of finding a single patch that passes all test cases in $TS$ into multiple sub-objectives of finding partial patches that pass a subset of test cases in $TS$. This search strategy is called multi-objectivization [17, 23] and is known to help promote diversity. As shown in prior work in numerical optimization, multi-objectivization can lead to better results than classical single objective approaches when solving/targeting the same optimization problem [23]. In our context, multi-objectivization helps to store partial patches that individually fix different faults by saving them in the archive (elitism). Such partial patches can be further mutated in an attempts to combine multiple partial patches, thus, building up the final patch/solution that fixes all faults. As shown in our evaluation in Section 4, our multi-objective approach outperforms single-objective search.

3.2.6 Patch Minimization. At the end of the search, ARIEL returns a patch that is test-adequate (i.e., it passes all tests), but it may include spurious mutations that are not needed for the fix. This problem can be addressed through a patch minimization algorithm [27], i.e., a greedy algorithm that iteratively removes one mutation at a time and verifies whether the patch after the reversed change still passes the test suite. If so, a smaller (minimized) patch that is still test-adequate is obtained.

3.2.7 How ARIEL Addresses O1-O4? ARIEL includes several ingredients to address the challenges of repairing ADS integration rules described in Section 1. First, ARIEL applied many-objective search, where each objective corresponds to a different failure (O2). Through many-objective optimization, ARIEL can repair several failures simultaneously. O1 and O4 are addressed by our fault localization formula (Equation 1) that assigns the suspiciousness score based on (1) the paths covered at the time of each failure, and (2) the severity of failures (i.e., failing tests). In addition, our search objectives address O4 by measuring how a generated patch affects the severity of the failures. Finally, EA(1+1) generates and evaluates only one patch (offspring) at a time rather than evolving a pool of patches (like in GP-based approaches), thus addressing O3.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our approach to repairing integration rules using industria ADS systems.

4.1 Research Questions

RQ1: How effective is ARIEL in repairing integration faults? We assess the effectiveness of ARIEL by applying it to industrial ADS systems with faulty integration rules.

RQ2: How does ARIEL compare to baseline program repair approaches? In this research question, we compare ARIEL with three baselines that we refer to as Random Search (RS), Random Search with Multiple Mutations (RS-MM) and Genetic Programming (GP). We compare ARIEL with the baselines by evaluating their effectiveness (the ability to repair faults) and efficiency (the time it takes to repair faults). Section 4.3 describes the details of the baselines and our rationale for selecting them.

We conclude our evaluation by reporting on the feedback we obtained from automotive engineers regarding the usefulness and effectiveness of ARIEL in repairing faults in integration rules.

4.2 Case Study Systems

In our experiments, we use two case study systems developed in collaboration with company A. These two systems contain the four self-driving features introduced in Section 2, but contain two different sets of integration rules to resolve conflicts among multiple maneuvers issued by these features. We refer to these systems as AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2. Their features and their integration
rules are implemented in the Matlab/Simulink language [1]. We use PreScan [39], a commercial simulation platform available for academic research to execute AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2. The PreScan simulator is also implemented in Matlab/Simulink and AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 can be easily integrated into PreScan.

AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 include a TIS (Technology Independent Sensor) [33] sensor to detect objects and to identify their position and speed and a camera. The perception layer receives the data and images from the sensor and the camera, and consists, among others, tracking algorithms [13] to predict the future trajectory of mobile objects and a machine learning component that is based on support vector machine (SVM) to detect and classify objects. Our case study systems both include a Simulink model with around 7k blocks and 700k lines of Matlab code capturing the simulator, the four ADS features and the integration rules. Each decision tree for the integration rules of AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 has 204 rules (branches), and the total clauses in the rules’ preconditions is 278 for each case study system. The set of rules of these two systems vary in their order and their threshold values. Syntactic diff shows 30% overlap between the ordered rules of AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2. The Matlab/Simulink models of our case studies and our implementation of ARIEL are available online [2] and are also submitted alongside the paper.

AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 also include test suites with nine and seven system-level test cases, respectively. The test suite for AutoDrive1 contains four failing test cases, while the test suite for AutoDrive2 has two failing tests. Each failing test case for AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 violates one of the safety requirements in Table 1. Each test case for AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 executes its respective ADS systems (including the rules) for 1200 simulation steps. The two system-level test suites have been manually designed by developers to achieve high structural coverage (i.e., 100% branch and statement coverage) on the code of the integration rules. The total test execution time for the test suites of AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive1 are 20 and 30 minutes, respectively. Furthermore, each test suite contains at least one passing test case that exercises exactly one of the five safety requirements shown in Table 1.

Note that each test case in the test suites of AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 executes the system for 1200 times. The test suites achieve full structural coverage over the integration rules while requiring 20min and 30min to execute. Hence, larger test suites were neither needed nor practical in our context. Further, AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 give rise to several complex feature interaction failures one of which is discussed in Section 4.4. As the results of RQ1 and RQ2 confirm, the feature interaction failures in our case study systems cannot be repaired by existing standard and baseline automated repair algorithms, demonstrating both the complexity of our case studies and the need for our approach, ARIEL.

Unlike ARIEL1, our baselines use one objective, baselineO, similar to that used in most existing repair approaches [28, 44] and defined as follows: baselineO = Wp×total_passed+Wf×total_failed, where Wp and Wf are weights applied to the total number passing and failing test cases, respectively. The weight Wf is typically much larger than the weight Wp since typically there are more passing test cases than the failing ones in a test suite.

4.3.1 Random Search (RS). RS is a natural baseline to compare with because prior work [37] showed that it is particularly effective in the context of program repair, often outperforming evolutionary algorithms. RS does not evolve candidate patches but generates random patches by mutating the original rules I only once using either the modify or shift operator. The final solution (patch) among all randomly generated patches is the one with the best baselineO value.

4.3.2 Random Search with Multiple Mutations (RS-MM). RS-MM is an improved variant of RS where multiple mutations are applied to the faulty rule set rather than one single mutation as done in RS. In other words, RS-MM generates random patches using the same operator applied in ARIEL (Algorithm 2). Thus, with the second baseline, we aim to assess whether the differences (if any) between random search and ARIEL are due to the mutation operator or the evolutionary search we proposed in this paper.

4.3.3 Genetic Programming (GP). We apply GP to assess the impact of using a single-state many-objective search algorithm rather than classic genetic programming. Similar to the state-of-the-art automated repair algorithm [28], GP relies on genetic programming. It starts with a pool (population) of n randomly generated patches and evaluates them using the baselineO objective function, which is the single objective to optimize [28]. Instead, ARIEL evolves one single patch and starts with a singleton archive containing only I (see line 2 in Algorithm 1). Further, at each iteration, GP generates n new offspring patches by applying the mutation operators to the parents patches. Then, it selects the best n elements among the new and old individuals to maintain constant the size of the population. Similar to ARIEL, GP applies mutation operators multiple times to each parent patch. Thus, GP and ARIEL share the same mutation operator (Algorithm 2). Note that GP does not use the crossover operator because the alternative integration rules in the population are incomparable (e.g., rules/trees with different roots and rules orderings).

4.3.4 Parameters. As suggested in the literature [28, 44], for the fitness function baselineO used in the three baseline methods RS, RS-MM, and GP, we set Wf = 10 and Wp = 1. For GP, the recommended population size used in the literature is 40 [28, 44]. However, computing the fitness for a population of 40 individuals takes on average around 20 hours for our case studies (i.e., one iteration of GP takes around 20 hours with a population size of 40). Hence, both for our experiments and in practice, it will take a long time to run GP for several iterations with a large population size. Therefore, we set the (initial) population size to 10. Note that for ARIEL, as described in Section 5.2.4, the archive size is dynamically updated at

---

1 Recall that ARIEL uses multiple objectives (i.e., one objective per each safety requirement) to select the best element from an archive (see Section 3.2.3).
At every time step $t$ apply:

- **rule1:** $(ttc(t) < ttc_{th}) \land (dist(p, c)(t) < dist_{th}) \land pedestrianDetected(t)$
- **rule4:** $speed(t) < speedLeadingCar(t) \implies ACC.active(t)$
- **rule5:** $stopSignDected(t) \implies TSR.active(t)$

1. **Each iteration and does not need to be set as a parameter.** Based on some preliminary experiments, we set the parameter $h$, discussed in Section 3.2.4 to randomly restart the search, to eight.

To account for the randomness of ARIEL, GP, RS and RS-MM, we reran each of them for 20 times on each case study system. For RQ1, we ran ARIEL on both case study systems until ARIEL finds a patch that passes all the test cases in the given test suite. We then used the maximum time needed by ARIEL to find patches as a timeout for the baseline methods in RQ2. We ran all the experiments on a laptop with a 2.5 GHz CPU and 16GB of memory.

### 4.4 Results

**RQ1.** To answer this question, we apply ARIEL 20 times to AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 until a patch is found that passes all the test cases given as input. For both case study systems and for all the runs, ARIEL was able to repair the integration rules in the underlying ADS and terminate successfully. The box-plots in Figures 6(a) and (b) show the time needed for ARIEL to repair the integration rules of AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2, respectively, over 20 independent runs. As shown in the figures, ARIEL is able to repair all the integration faults in less than nine hours for AutoDrive1 and in less than 16 hours for AutoDrive2. The average repair time for AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 is five hours and 11 hours, respectively.

We note that failures in AutoDrive1-2 were caused by independent faults in different parts of the code. Recall from Section 3.2 that in order to resolve failures, ARIEL fixes the following fault types in the integration rules: (I) wrong operator/threshold, (II) wrong rule ordering and (III) a combination of both (I) and (II). For AutoDrive1, three faults were of type (I) and one was of type (III). For AutoDrive2, both faults were of type (II).

Figure 5 shows an example output of ARIEL when applied to the rules in Figure 2 to resolve the feature interaction failure between ACC and TSR exhibited by AutoDrive1 and described in Section 2.

In particular, the failure occurs when an ego car that is following a leading car with a speed higher than 50 reaches a traffic sign limiting the speed to 50. Since the rules in Figure 2 prioritize ACC over TSR, the car disregards the speed limit sign and continues with a speed above 50. The patch generated by ARIEL in Figure 5 swaps **rule3** and **rule4** in Figure 2, and in addition, modifies the threshold value for the pre-condition of the rule activating TSR. This ensures that TSR is applied before reaching the speed limit sign to be able to reduce the car speed below 50. Note that the passing test cases in the test suite of AutoDrive1 will ensure ACC is still activated in scenarios when it should be activated.

The answer to RQ1 is that, on average, ARIEL is able to find correct and complete patches in five hours and 11 hours for AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2, respectively.

**RQ2.** We ran ARIEL, GP, RS-MM and RS 20 times for 16 hours. We selected a 16 hour timeout since it was the maximum time required by ARIEL to find patches for both AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2. Also, recall that we had four failing test cases for AutoDrive1 and two failing test cases for AutoDrive2. Figures 7(a) and (b), respectively, show the number of failing test cases in AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 that are left unresolved over time by different runs of ARIEL, GP, RS-MM and RS. We show the results at every two-hour interval from 0 to 16h. As shown in Figures 7(a) and (b), all 20 runs of ARIEL are able to solve all the failing test cases in AutoDrive1 after nine hours and in AutoDrive2 after 16 hours. Note that this is consistent with the results shown in Figure 6. Table 2 reports the number of runs of GP, RS-MM, and RS, out of 20 runs, that resolved failures in AutoDrive1 and in AutoDrive2. As shown in Figures 7(a) and (b) and in Table 2, none of the runs of GP and RS were able to resolve all the failures in AutoDrive1 or in AutoDrive2. RS-MM had a better performance as some of its runs could fix all the failing test cases in our case studies.

As the above results show, GP had the worst performance in repairing the integration rules. This is because GP is a population-based search algorithm that evolves a pool of candidate patches iteratively. As a result, none of the GP runs could perform more than two iterations, hence its poor performance. Comparing RS and RS-MM shows that applying a sequence of mutations instead of a single mutation at each time is important in our context and helps the repair algorithms converge more quickly into a correct patch. Finally, ARIEL has the best performance compared to the others.

---

Figure 5: Resolving a feature interaction failure between TSR and ACC in the set of rules in Figure 2. To resolve this failure, rule3 and rule4 in Figure 2 are swapped and the threshold value in the precondition of rule3 is modified.

Figure 6: Time required for ARIEL to repair (a) AutoDrive1 and (b) AutoDrive2.

Table 2: The results of applying GP, RS-MM, and RS to AutoDrive1 and AutoDrive2 for 16h.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GP (20 runs)</th>
<th>RS-MM (20 runs)</th>
<th>RS (20 runs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AutoDrive1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4 failures)</td>
<td>- 4 runs fixed 1 failure</td>
<td>- 8 runs fixed 3 failures</td>
<td>- 4 runs fixed 2 failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3 runs fixed 3 failures)</td>
<td>- 3 runs fixed 3 failures</td>
<td>- 12 runs fixed 4 failures</td>
<td>- 14 runs fixed 3 failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AutoDrive2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2 failures)</td>
<td>- 28 runs fixed 1 failure</td>
<td>- 13 runs fixed 1 failure</td>
<td>- 20 runs fixed 1 failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 5 runs fixed 2 failures</td>
<td>- 5 runs fixed 2 failures</td>
<td>- 20 runs fixed 1 failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: $\hat{A}_{12}$ statistics obtained by comparing ARIEL with RS-MM, RS, and GP. ↑ indicates statistically significant results ($p$-value $< 0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>AutoDrive1 vs. RS-MM</th>
<th>vs. RS</th>
<th>vs. GP</th>
<th>AutoDrive2 vs. RS-MM</th>
<th>vs. RS</th>
<th>vs. GP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2h</td>
<td>0.03 (L)</td>
<td>0.04 (L)</td>
<td>0.04 (L)</td>
<td>0.26 (L)</td>
<td>0.04 (L)</td>
<td>0.12 (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4h</td>
<td>0.02 (L)</td>
<td>0.02 (L)</td>
<td>0.01 (L)</td>
<td>0.20 (L)</td>
<td>0.04 (L)</td>
<td>0.08 (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6h</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.01 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.19 (L)</td>
<td>0.05 (L)</td>
<td>0.08 (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8h</td>
<td>0.01 (L)</td>
<td>0.01 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.21 (L)</td>
<td>0.04 (L)</td>
<td>0.07 (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10h</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.19 (L)</td>
<td>0.03 (L)</td>
<td>0.04 (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12h</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.13 (L)</td>
<td>0.02 (L)</td>
<td>0.03 (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14h</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.10 (L)</td>
<td>0.01 (L)</td>
<td>0.02 (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16h</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.08 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
<td>0.00 (L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
produced by engineers. We note that ARIEL is not able to handle integration failures when the failure is due to a missing integration rule. In such cases, engineers can review the unaddressed failing test cases and try to manually synthesize rules that can handle such failures.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
The main threat to external validity is that our results may not generalize to other contexts. We distinguish two dimensions for external validity: (1) the applicability of our approach beyond our case study system, and (2) obtaining the same level of benefits as observed in our case study. As for the first dimension, we note that, in this paper, we provided two industrial ADS case studies. Our approach is dedicated to cases when there is an integration component deciding, based on rules, what commands are sent to actuators among alternative commands coming from different features, at every time step. In our context, as it is commonly done for cyber-physical systems, testing is done through simulation of the environment and hardware. The mutation operators used in our approach are general for integration rules in automated driving systems (the target of the paper) and for any cyber-physical systems where features send commands to common actuators and conflicts are prevented by a rule-based integration component (common in self-driving cars, robots, etc.). Our framework can be further extended with other operators if needed in different contexts. With respect to the second dimension, while our case study was performed in a representative industrial setting, additional case studies remain necessary to further validate our approach. In summary, our framework is generalizable to other domains with expensive test suites and similar integration architecture. If needed, mutation operators can be easily extended given the general structure of our framework.

6 RELATED WORK
We classified the related work (Table 4) by analyzing whether the existing automated repair approaches can handle multi-location faults (C1)? whether they can handle repairing systems that are expensive to execute (C2)? and whether they are able to distinguish between faults with different severity levels (C3)? As shown in the table, none of the existing repair techniques can address these three criteria, while as discussed earlier in the paper, ARIEL is designed under the assumption that test cases are expensive to run. Further, ARIEL can simultaneously repair multiple faults that might be multi-location and can prioritize repairing more severe faults over less severe ones. Below we discuss the related work included in Table 4 in more detail.

Many existing automated repair techniques rely on Genetic Programming (e.g., Arcuri et al. [6, 8], GenProg [28], Mariagient [25], pyEDB[3], Par [22], and ARC [21]) and are similar to the GP baseline we used in Section 4 to compare with ARIEL. As shown in our evaluation, GP could not repair faults in our computationally expensive case studies (hence, failing C2). Among the techniques based on Genetic Programming, only ARC [21] is able to handle multi-location faults (C1) since it uses a set of pre-defined templates to generate patches. However, it does not address C2 nor C3.

Table 4: Classification of the related work based on the following criteria: Can the approach handle multi-location faults (C1)? Can the approach repair computationally expensive systems (C2)? Does the approach prioritise fixing more critical faults over the less critical ones (C3)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[3, 22, 25, 28]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5, 11, 12, 19, 35, 37, 38, 43]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30, 31, 34, 42]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several techniques use random search (e.g., RSRepair [37] and SCRepair [19]) to automate program repair. Although RSRepair [37] indicates that random search performs better than GenProg in terms of the number of iterations required for repair, a recent study [24] showed that GenProg performs better than RSRepair when applied to subjects different from those included in the original dataset of GenProg. We included two baselines based on random search in our evaluation (RS and RS-MM in Section 4). As shown there, while random search is more efficient than GP in repairing computationally expensive systems, it still underperforms ARIEL since it does not maintain an archive of partially repaired solutions. Further, as Table 4 shows, repair approaches based on random search do not address C1 nor C3.

Similar to ARIEL, SPR [30], Prophet [31], AutoFix-E [42], and Angelix [34] can address both C1 and C2. To handle multi-location faults, SPR [30], Prophet [31] and AutoFix-E [42] use pre-defined templates that are general repair solutions and are typically developed based on historical data or for the most recurring faults. In our context and at early stages of function modelling for ADS, we often do not have access to archival data and cannot develop such generic templates. Further, faults not conforming to some pre-defined templates may not be repaired if we only rely on template-induced patches. Angelix [34] uses constraint solving to synthesise multi-line fixes. Exhaustive and symbolic constraint solvers, however, face scalability issues and often are inapplicable to black-box simulation systems such as ADS simulators [4]. In contrast to these techniques, and as demonstrated by our evaluation, ARIEL succeeds in addressing C1 to C3 for complex simulation-based systems in the context of automated driving systems.

7 CONCLUSION
We proposed a repair technique to automatically resolve integration faults in automated driving systems (ADS). Our approach localizes faults over several lines of code to fix complex integration faults and deals with the scalability issues of testing and repairing ADS. Our repair algorithm relies on a many-objective, single-state search algorithm that uses an archive to keep track of partial repairs. Our approach is evaluated using two industrial ADS. The results indicate that our repair strategy can fix the integration faults in these two systems and outperforms existing automated repair techniques. Feedback from domain experts indicates that the patches generated by our approach are understandable by engineers and could not have been developed by them without any automation assistance.
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